
Student Workflow 
 
Attendees: Patty, Barb, Patty, Saichi, Mary G, Patrick (?), Cheryl, Tim B, Mike E and Libby 
 
audio notes for 4-14-05 at 9:00 am 
 
 
Agenda: 
 
April Training update - draft agenda (attached) and note from Carol Didio; who is planning on traveling to Fbx? 
Barb H; Patty; Stuart Roberts; Ted Malone (?) 
Hard to figure what we need...(Patty) 
Review the doc's on the Controllers URL - esp. the naming standards--we (users) need to know these 
Work on a process that does not touch Banner--or need the  
 
Have a couple of workflows with us to explore... 
Let Carol know we want to do this: explore canned WF's during downtimes...adapt some of them... 
 
Task Requests 
Year and half ago... 
Event for a script--looking for a change in enrolled status;  
Stuff she sent right after 
 
Draft Project Plan Template (Attached) 
Sign-off from each of the primary and secondary funcational area 
 
 
Notes FA's week of WF Trng (Mary Gower) 
Helping with the WF tool as we build our own...(worked well for FA) 
Not training as such--rue consulting 
Two work groups: Users (1) and Technical (2) 
Blue Skied many ideas 
Challenge because of triplication 
Found a new form... 
Logic can be applied to determine where the email can (needs) to go 
 
Business componetns catalog: copy of them--and then name them to our (specific) workflow 
 
--- 
From Carol: 
 
Hi Saichi  
 
Here is my generic agenda for the consulting visit. As we said in your office, it is very loose and is definitely 
consulting rather than straight training.   The functional folks are critical at the beginning to define the process. 
 Once that is done, the technical folks can do their thing while the model is being built.   When all is ready for 
testing, the group gets together again.    
 
While the technical team was building the code this past week, the FA Directors were brainstorming on their 
processes and selected the next few to work on.     I was going back an forth between the two groups.  I 
suspect something similar will happen during my next visit.    
 
Carol Didio 


